Acuant ReviewID

TM

Real Time Identity Document Checks to
Catch Fraud & Obtain the Utmost Security

Fast & Secure Manual Review to Pass More Good Customers
Acuant ReviewID™ allows for the utmost assurance by providing expert manual inspection of identity document
images in minutes to give you answers and pass more good customers. We understand that businesses want to
validate customer identities quickly and securely in order to have trusted transactions. Acuant allows for this in
multiple ways with a continuum of identity proofing products.
Acuant ReviewID allows businesses to pass on any IDs that cannot be authenticated in the automated process
(Acuant AssureID™) to avoid rejecting documents due to poor image capture, worn, torn or unknown documents.
Forensic experts manually review and determine document authenticity in minutes.
Acuant ReviewID is GDPR certified and helps to meet regulations such as KYC and AML, while at the same time
not turning away customers or making it a lengthy process. The process is seamless between platforms, allowing
users to go between mobile, online and in person devices to transact.

BENEFITS
� Privacy minded to protect data & PII, GDPR

� Easy API Integration with multi-platform

certified

deployment

� Fast manual review with answers in minutes

� Forensic document examination experts on
hand for escalation needs

info@acuant.com

youtube.com/acuant

linkedin.com/company/acuant

twitter.com/acuantcorp

Augment Automated Authentication for 100% Adjudication
Acuant ReviewID provides the ability to show certain authentication test failures, highlighting the document area in
question to assist the manual review examination and adjudicate for authenticity. We pass that information on to
businesses in order to learn why a document was not passed.
You may choose to send any AssureID authentication result for further review, not only questionable ones. This is
applicable for very high risk, high security or high net worth transactions.
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Advanced check in seconds

Meet KYC, AML & more in minutes

Why Choose Acuant ReviewID

X Pass more customers by getting solid adjudication on every document, avoiding failing valid IDs.
X Combines with Acuant AssureID to provide best in class identity proofing.
X Ability to decide after automated review what you want escalated to manual review.
X Less wait time and a better customer experience.
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